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CONTESTING?

Contesting, also known as radio sport, is a competitive activity 
pursued by amateur radio operators

 Individual operators or teams seek to contact as many other 
radio stations as possible

Contacts made during the contest contribute to a score by 
which stations are ranked

Contest operation is governed by contest rules set by the 
sponsor

Contest sponsors publish the results in magazines and web sites



WHY DO HAMS DO IT?

 Satisfaction from achievement in a world wide competition
Contests offer the chance to catch that rare DXCC
To try out latest station improvements and discover its limits
Compete locally within a group of friends



HOW DO I KNOW ABOUT CONTESTS?

Contest invitations are published…
 in ham radio news
 on sponsor web sites
 via email to previous participants
 in so-called contest calendars

 Invitations provide information…
 on date/time of the event
 high-level overview of the rules
 log format and submission dead line



CONTEST CALENDAR
Most popular contest calendar is published by WA7BNM

(www.contestcalendar.com)

http://www.contestcalendar.com/


CONTEST RULES
Every contest has rules set by the sponsor…
Only certain bands and modes may be used
The contest only takes place between certain times and on certain 

dates. Some contests also require “off times” when operators are 
forced to leave the air

An exchange of information is necessary during each contact. It may 
be required to exchange a serial number, location, name or even a 
person’s age.

Only certain operating configurations can be used. One must choose 
a “class” of operation such as a single operator using low power.



CONTEST STATION
You don’t have to be K3LR or 6Y1V to enjoy participating in a 
contest. Even 100 watts and a wire do the job (see M0IHT)



CONTEST SOFTWARE

Minimum SW required is a program for logging and 
station management
 Most popular are N1MM Logger and SD

CW reader, skimmer
 Reader decodes one signal
 Skimmer decodes many signals across a band

Digital mode SW like Fldigi, MixW, DM-780…
 Sequencers

 Control timely switching of radio, PA, antenna switches, pre-
amps, etc.



FLEX 3000 - POWERSDR



N1MM LOGGER

N1MM Logger main features include
 Logging (unlimited networked computers)
 Telnet Cluster
 Performance Monitoring
 Partial Check
 CW-keyer built in
 Digital Interface
 Rotator Control
 Creates Cabrillo and ADIF files
 Acceptable price --- it’s free



LOGGER SETUP



OPERATING IN A CONTEST

 First of all…
 The operator is bound by the license to operate within the country’s 

regulations and
 Is obligated by log submission to operate within the rules of the contest

 S&P-mode (Search & Pounce) to look for stations calling CQ
Run-mode (Running) to find open frequency and call CQ 
Brief QSOs to exchange the required information

DX: TU PA7LV
TEST PA7LV PA7LV

Me: M0IHT
DX: M0IST 5NN 248 M0IHT
Me: TU 5NN 095
DX: TU PA7LV



AFTER THE CONTEST

Prepare and submit contest log in required format, 
usually Cabrillo text file, and before dead line

Upload log to Clublog, LoTW, eQSL, HRDlog, etc.
Evaluate own performance and adjust target for next 

contest
 Improve station where deemed necessary
Have a good night sleep



73 AND GOOD LUCK IN THE NEXT 
CONTEST

THANK YOU
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